We’ve all been there.

A deadline approaching, hours of work invested and BOOM. That
gut wrenching, heart-breaking, sinking feeling as your computer
freezes … or your emails decide the outbox is as far as they’re
going …. or that long client document you just finished is
suddenly blank.
No matter what size your small business is, you don’t want to be
spending your time fixing troublesome tech, so next time your IT
conspires to stop you in your tracks, be prepared.
We can’t necessarily stop your tech from playing up, but we can
provide a friendly, helpful technician to help you fix it quickly
when it does.
And the rest of the time, we’ll help to fix those little niggles that
you’ve been putting up with for so long.

There are plenty of obstacles on the road to living the
lifestyle you’ve chosen - don’t let your IT be one of them.

IT Help & Support for Small Businesses
Our helpful and friendly technicians are first and foremost there to help fix those frustrating
IT problems that stop you getting the job done.
But beyond that, we’re also happy to help you fix those day-to-day issues with devices,
software, printers, and other IT peripherals. If you’re having a problem logging in, or
sending or receiving email, or you’ve lost a document, or you’re struggling to install a new
piece of software, we’re here for you.
We can support your PC, laptop, or Mac, and help with configuring your smartphone or
tablet too, and there’s no limit to the number of times you can ask for help.
We also work behind the scenes remotely monitoring and managing your devices, spotting
and fixing potential issues before they become a problem.
•
•
•
•
•

England and Wales business days support 08:30 – 17:30
UK based telephone and email support
Secure remote access to fix device issues
Mobile device help (smartphones and tablets)
Peripheral printers, Wi-Fi, and Internet devices

At busy times you may need to leave a message with a brief description of the problem, so
a technician can assess the priority of the problem and arrange to contact you back.
Where possible, we resolve issues within the initial contact, but if a problem requires more
attention, it will be logged as a case and we’ll continue to follow up until it’s resolved.
Prioritisation Table
Status

Description

Maximum Target Time

Critical

An issue that prevents one or more users from
working
An issue that allows one or more users to work
in a limited capacity – usually with facilities
unavailable that have no alternatives.
An issue that does not hinder a user’s work and
is usually just an inconvenience or nuisance.
Sometimes this can include having temporary
workarounds in place.
We only specify ‘Low’ for regular maintenance
issues, most of these issues are specified as
‘Low’ by the client.

2 working hours

Urgent

Normal

Low

4 working hours

8 working hours

40 working hours

The maximum target time is not a reflection of the time a problem will take to resolve. We
will always aim to fix an issue as quickly as possible, but you should allow us up to the
maximum fix time as a ‘worst case scenario’.
In the event of a problem taking longer to resolve we’ll keep you updated regularly – for
example if we need to rely on a third party to execute part or all of a resolution.

Cost and Contract Term
IT help and support pricing is per workstation, charged monthly on a rolling one-month
subscription

£25 + VAT per workstation/month (correct 1st October 2021)
Our one month rolling contracts with no minimum term mean we don’t demand a longterm relationship – you’ll stay with us because you want to, not because you have to.

Terms & Conditions and Data Protection
Details of our terms of service and our data protection policy and provisions can be found
on our website vividlysimple.com or by following the links below:
Terms of Service Provision
Privacy Policy

To sign up or find out more about our
friendly Help & Support for small businesses,
please call or send us an email
0118 435 9991
hello@vividlysimple.com

